CRITERIA FOR NOMINATION OF NEW AT-LARGE CURATORS

The Board of Curators has the responsibility to identify and nominate to the AAFP Foundation Board of Trustees, persons to serve as At-Large members of the Board of Curators.

Nominees should be individuals with a recognized devotion to preserving the historical record of the specialty and be a willing and active participant in the proceedings of the Board.

Potential members of the Board of Curators could include:

1. Family physicians with an interest in the history of medicine, especially family medicine.
2. Family physicians who have demonstrated leadership qualities.
3. Individuals from academic groups in family medicine.
4. Family medicine leaders who have made a significant contribution to the specialty of family medicine.
5. Staff members within “the family” with longevity and expert knowledge of family medicine.
6. Biographers and historians who have written about family medicine.

There are four At-Large members of the Board of Curators. At-Large members of the Board of Curators will each serve three-year terms in a staggered fashion and are eligible to be re-nominated to serve one additional three-year term on the Board. At-large members who are nominated to fill unexpired terms are also eligible to be re-nominated for one additional three-year term on the Board.